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There was a pronounced reduction in the numbers

of households accepted as being in priority need

and homeless in England in 2005, following a much

smaller fall in 2004. Homeless acceptances also fell

in Wales in 2005, but not in Scotland (See Figure

2.5.1 and Compendium Table 90).

The reduction in levels of homeless acceptances in

England and Wales is remarkable, in that it occurred

in a year where both home-ownership affordability

continued to worsen (Compendium Table 42a) and

access to social sector housing through waiting lists

became more problematic due to a further decline in

levels of lettings available for new tenants

(Compendium Tables 97a and 98). As Figure 2.5.1

clearly shows, levels of homeless acceptances did not

begin to fall in the early years of the 1990s until well

after the peak of the last housing market boom,

until house prices fell and access to private sector

housing became that much easier, and levels of

available lettings for new tenants also rose. 

However, while access to home-ownership

continued to become more problematic for low to

moderate income households in 2005, there was a

continuing growth in the private rented sector, both

generally (Compendium Table 54) and in terms of

the numbers of lettings made available to lower

income households in receipt of housing benefit

(Compendium Table 116a).

If the growth of the private rented sector provided

opportunities for many households, at the same time

local authorities were becoming far more proactive in

trying to advise and assist households to access the

private rented sector, especially in high pressure areas

where the availability of permanent social sector

housing did not begin to match the levels of

homeless and other housing applications. 

Nonetheless, despite the sharp fall in levels of new

homeless acceptances there was only a marginal

reduction in the numbers of priority need homeless

households in temporary accommodation by the end

of 2005 (Figure 2.5.2). Over 100,000 homeless

households remained in temporary accommodation

in Great Britain at the end of the year, of which some

7,000 were in bed and breakfast accommodation.

However, following government policy very few of

those are now households with children. 

In addition there were over 12,500 households

‘homeless at home’ at the end of the year in England

and Wales (Compendium Tables 91a and 91b). 

It should be noted that the England figures for

‘homeless at home’ households now only include

households where the authority has accepted the

‘main duty’ towards them. 

In England the government has set itself the target of

halving the overall numbers of homeless households

in temporary accommodation by 2010, compared to

the level in 2004 (of just over 100,000). This will

require a reduction in numbers of some 50,000 in

just five years. This will be difficult to achieve,
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Figure 2.5.1 Homeless acceptances fall despite worsening home-owner affordability
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notwithstanding the plans for increased output of

new social and affordable housing over the next few

years. 

One factor contributing to that difficulty is the

continuing decline in levels of relets from the

existing social sector stock. That decline is partly

related to housing market affordability, as fewer

existing tenants can afford to move out of the sector,

but it is also in part a long-term gradual

consequence of past sales of dwellings under the

right to buy scheme (and the failure to reinvest the

resulting receipts in replacement dwellings).

While the lower maximum limits of right to buy

discounts have led to a significant reduction in new

sales, this will do nothing to halt the continuing

reductions in relets arising from past sales. Moreover,

there is a point where it would be more economical

to promote sales to generate receipts for new

investment. These issues are discussed in the

Contemporary issues Chapter 1: A financial

evaluation of the right to buy). 

Meeting housing needs
The Housing Corporation has a target of producing

28,000 new social rented dwellings in 2007/08. This

is a significant increase over the 16,245 dwellings

funded by the Housing Corporation in 2004/05

(Compendium Table 100); but part of that increase

will simply offset the abolition of the financial

regime that incentivised local authorities to provide

funding through local authority social housing grant

(LASHG). 

The LASHG programme primarily funded rented

housing, with only a very small proportion devoted

to low cost home-ownership schemes, and over the

last decade of its operation LASHG added some

8,000 dwellings a year to the supply of new social

rented dwellings (Figure 2.5.3). 

Alongside this the Housing Corporation is now

funding a significant increase in the output of

affordable housing in the form of shared ownership

and other ‘intermediate housing market’ schemes,

and the 2007/08 target (of over 19,000 ‘units’) is

higher than at any time over the last two decades.

While the evidence suggests that shared 

ownership schemes are reasonably well targeted 

on households that could not otherwise afford to

buy, they will not make as much of a direct

contribution to the government’s target for lower

numbers of homeless households in temporary

accommodation as the increased output in social

rented dwellings.

If the LASHG programme has now come to an end

there are other sources of funding for new

affordable housing outside the scope of the

Housing Corporation’s own programme; principally

based on Section 106 planning agreements and

housing associations using their own assets, or

recycling receipts from shared ownership

staircasing. There are also areas where local

authorities are continuing to fund new housing

association schemes, despite the ending of the

LASHG arrangements that in the past effectively 

re-imbursed them for the grant they provided. 
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Figure 2.5.2 Still over 100,000 homeless households now in temporary accommodation
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The chapter by Sarah Monk in last year’s Review

charted the growing importance of Section 106

schemes, and showed how a small proportion of

those schemes resulted in new affordable housing

unsupported by grant, typically in the form of

additional dwellings for shared ownership.

Consistent figures on the levels of new affordable

housing contributed without government grant aid

are not available, but DCLG estimates suggest that

over 3,500 additional dwellings were provided

without grant in 2004/05, and that this could rise to

some 8,000 additional dwellings by 2007/08

(DCLG, 2006).

Against this must be set the number of existing

housing association dwellings being sold (or

converted to market renting) by associations under

financial pressure to raise funds to cover the

investment required to bring their stock up to the

Decent Homes Standard. While individual examples

of such sales can be readily cited it is difficult to

disentangle the numbers of such sales from figures

from other sales programmes. 

Nonetheless, it is likely that if all these programmes

are taken into account by 2007/08 the overall output

of new affordable dwellings will reach the lower

48,000 dwellings a year target argued for in the

Barker report. However, that ‘lower’ Barker target did

not include any provision for dealing with the

backlog of unmet needs (such as those in temporary

accommodation), and it also excluded from

consideration needs that it deemed to be either

transitional or of lower priority (see Commentary

Chapter 5 in the 2004/05 edition of the Review for

further details).

Moreover, that Barker target was set before the

release of the latest household projections, and on

any reckoning these will lead to an increased

requirement for additional affordable housing, as

well as for a more general increase in the targets for

total new housing supply (see the Contemporary

issues Chapter 3: On the Barker trail).
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Figure 2.5.3 New housing association dwellings
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